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SUMMARY

The purpose of this appeal is not to adjudicate the facts in dispute 

themselves, but to focus on the narrow issue of whether the District Court’s 

granting of the Summary Judgment Motion was appropriate due to facts still 

being in dispute, and whether, as a result, the four petitions in the Brief In Chief

(BIC) Conclusion (page 36) respectfully requested by Plaintiff, should be 

granted as the remedy.

The core dispute is really quite simple. The District Court improperly 

resolved a very credible allegation of fraud, misrepresentation and breach of 

contract by Summary Judgment with facts still in dispute in several areas as 

noted in several pleadings, in the BIC, and in this Reply Brief. Defendant, by 

issuing the policy, misrepresented that he had complied with his duty as 

required by NMSA 59A-30-11: No title insurance policy may be written unless 

the title insurer or its title insurance agent has caused to be conducted a 

reasonable search and examination of the title. Defendant failed in his required 

and contracted duty, and therefore was in breach at the outset.

Plaintiff alleges in the Amended Civil Complaint filed March 11, 2019

on page 1, that Defendant fraudulently issued a Title Insurance Policy in breach

of contract. That Complaint and BIC POINT 6 contain the details of this 

allegation.
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Plaintiff also repeated the fraud, misrepresentation and breach of 

contract allegations in the pleading PLAINTIFF'S ADDITIONAL REPLY IN 

OPPOSITION TO THE DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 

JUDGMENT filed Apr 3, 2019 on page 2.

The Defendant has consistently failed to respond to these allegations 

based on any legal justification in any pleading or hearing. This unanswered 

dispute alone should have precluded the granting of the Summary Judgment.

In addition, whether policy liability terminated with the transfer of 

title, and whether the interest in the land even changed, are additional facts in 

dispute contradicting Defendant’s claims to the contrary.

The Answer Brief, filed by Defendant, has failed to answer even one 

of the BIC POINTs directly as listed. Instead, he reiterates previous pleadings 

containing lengthy technical but often incorrect and immaterial distractions, 

while mentioning a few BIC POINTs only tangentially. Using this technique, 

Defendant successfully diverted the District Court's attention from the 

allegation of fraud, breach of contract, and the facts in dispute.

Furthermore, Defendant’s Answer Brief failed to mention or address 

BIC POINTS 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 at all.

The remainder of this Reply Brief will address Defendant's Answer 

Brief arguments directly.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT’S SUMMARY [AB:PAGE 5]

In spite of Defendant’s claims, policy coverage termination remains a 

fact in dispute for two reasons.

1) Even though the ownership of the land was transferred to Zia Trust 

by quitclaim deed, this transfer was not a purchase. Pensco Trust is not a seller, 

and Zia Trust is not a buyer in this transaction because Zia Trust did not give 

Pensco Trust any remuneration or compensation for consideration. The transfer 

was no different than when the assets and liabilities of one company are 

assumed by another company by operation of law. Defendant failed to define 

the term purchase in his contract’s Definition of Terms (see Answer Brief page 

5), and therefore the term is ambiguous for this context, rendering it a fact in 

dispute to be interpreted in Plaintiff’s favor for the Summary Judgment Motion.

Furthermore, Zia Trust, by the non-purchase transfer, retained an 

estate or interest in the land (as specified in Defendant's Answer Brief, at the 

top of page 6) and therefore retains the protection of the Title Insurance Policy. 

This is another fact in dispute.

2) According to the assignment to Plaintiff as successor in interest in 

this case by PENSCO (see Testimony for Hearing Exhibit C, filed Feb 13, 

2019), Plaintiff has assumed the role of named insured by operation of law of 

the assignment.  This assignment was acknowledged by the Defendant in his 
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pleading Stewart Title's Reply in Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment, 

page 1, Point II, filed March 18, 2019.

In the Answer Brief, at the top of page 6, quoting the policy, 

Defendant says The coverage of this policy shall continue in force as of Date of 

Policy in favor of an insured only so long as the insured retains an estate or 

interest in the land.  The assignment by Pensco assigned their interest to 

Plaintiff as the named insured to be the entity retaining an interest in the land. 

As a result of this assignment, the Title Insurance Policy Insured Party and 

Beneficiary is the Plaintiff.

In addition, PLAINTIFF’S OBJECTION TO THE DEFENDANT’S 

MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT, Exhibit C (Custodial Account 

Agreement), paragraph 12.1, end of second paragraph, filed March 11, 2019, 

says The Participant [Plaintiff] also accepts full responsibility for instituting or 

defending against any action related to the protection of any investment interest.

Plaintiff, and not the Custodian, has always been the only party with the 

standing to sue for damages and therefore has an interest in the land.

Defendant also claims in the Answer Brief, page 1, second paragraph, 

the double assessment of property taxes is not a title defect covered under the 

title insurance policy, whereupon Stewart Title denied the claim. Defendant 

persists in distracting the Court by repeating this false statement, even after 
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being corrected many times in Plaintiff’s filings, the most recent being in the 

BIC page 32 that says [the policy] clearly and unambiguously states that 

“unmarketability of the title” is covered. A doubly-assessed property cannot be 

marketed.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT [AB:PAGE 7]

In Answer Brief p7, Defendant claims The material facts were never 

disputed. This is another false claim Defendant has repeated many times, in 

spite of Plaintiff consistently disputing material facts in this Reply Brief, and as 

described in the BIC POINTS 2, 3, 5, 6, and 9, and in all the pleadings filed 

with, and in testimony before, the District Court.

While the BIC and Reply Brief disputing of material facts is quite 

complete, Plaintiff would like to emphasize POINT 6. This point, to which 

Defendant has never directly responded with any legal basis, identifies a fact in 

dispute that renders Defendant's entire Answer Brief immaterial (due to 

Defendant’s failure to address POINT 6) to the narrow issue before this Court 

of determining only whether the District Court’s granting of the Summary 

Judgment Motion was appropriate. Whether fraud, misrepresentation or breach 

of contract actually occurred is not the dispute before this Court.

The fact in dispute is whether Defendant committed a breach of 

contract, misrepresentation and fraud when he certified an unmarketable title as

described in BIC POINT 1.  BIC POINT 6 lists four Supreme Courts, including 

the NM Supreme Court and the US Supreme Court, that have ruled that a 

breach of contract is actionable on its own, unconstrained by the terms of the 

contract and whether the contract has terminated. Defendant has never provided
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any legal basis for his denial.  Resolving this dispute dictates overturning the 

Motion for Summary Judgment so that the dispute can be resolved in a trial as 

explained in BIC POINT 7.

Defendant’s Answer Brief mentions POINT 6 only tangentially and 

immaterially at the top of page 17 as a distraction, when he wrote The argument

presupposes that his chain of title is inferior to the chain of title of the other 

assessed property owner. Defendant in a previous pleading even falsely 

claimed that he had information that Plaintiff’s claim was superior (see 

Defendant’s Answer to Amended Civil Complaint, filed March 18, 2019, page 4 

item 14). But as Plaintiff wrote in the BIC POINT 11 at the bottom of page 31, 

knowledge of which title is superior is an irrelevant distraction. Even if 

Plaintiff’s claim were found to be superior in the future, the land cannot be 

marketed now because the double-assessment problem is unresolved. In 

addition, the title problem existed at the onset of the policy, so the insurance 

policy was illegally written. The dispute is not over the superiority of title, but 

that the Defendant failed to flag the unmarketability of the title and invalidate 

the sale. In spite of Defendant’s repeated denials in multiple pleadings corrected

each time by Plaintiff, unmarketability is explicitly covered in Defendant’s 

policy.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT I [AB:PAGE 8]: IS 
PLAINTIFF INSURED UNDER THE POLICY

Defendant even admitted that Plaintiff is the intended beneficiary 

(Answer Brief, bottom of page 10), but tried to distract the Court by trivializing 

this admission by terming Plaintiff an incidental beneficiary in the very next 

paragraph. Any beneficiary is a beneficiary.

Defendant then claimed that the Title Insurance Policy (and thus the 

investment property) is not intended to benefit Mr Kinzelman (Answer Brief, 

top of page 11). However, his claim is contradicted by the literal text of the 

original deed that grants ownership to PENSCO PENSION SERVICE, INC., 

CUSTODIAN, FBO [for benefit of] PAUL M. KINZELMAN, IRA (see Plaintiff’s

Motion for Summary Judgment, filed Nov 13, 2018, Exhibit D).

Defendant’s claim that Plaintiff is not the Insurance Beneficiary is 

also directly contradicted in Defendant’s own Insurance Contract (see 

STEWART TITLE’S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT in file page 13, 

Schedule A, item 3, filed Dec 12, 2018) which says Title to the estate or interest

in the land is vested in: Pensco Pension Service, Inc., Custodian, FBO [for 

benefit of] Paul M. Kinzelman IRA. If Plaintiff is the beneficiary of the deed, 

then he would necessarily be the beneficiary of the insurance as well, because 

any payouts from the policy would go to Plaintiff’s IRA account for his benefit.
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Defendant’s claim is clearly false also because any loss from the 

investment would be borne by the Plaintiff's IRA account, and therefore by the 

Plaintiff as the Real Party in Interest, and not by the Custodian who merely 

holds the title as required by the IRS. The Custodian's financial well-being is 

not vulnerable to changes in the value of the held assets.  Therefore, the 

Custodian is not the Real Party in Interest and he would not benefit from any 

payout of the Title Insurance Policy. The Plaintiff, as the Real Party in Interest 

(BIC POINT 9), and literally named in the title and Defendant’s own insurance 

policy as the beneficiary, is the real and sole beneficiary of any Title Insurance 

Policy.

In addition, as mentioned in this Reply Brief on page 6 item 2, the 

question of whether the Title Insurance Policy has even terminated and whether

Plaintiff has assumed the position of the named insured is another fact in 

dispute.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT II [AB:PAGE 12]: 
COVERAGE TERMINATION

This item is covered in BIC POINT 2 and in this Reply Brief on page 6.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT III A [AB:PAGE 12]: TITLE 
INSURANCE TYPE

This issue was covered directly in BIC POINTs 3 and 5.

In addition, Defendant again claims that A title insurance policy is 

unlike a commercial general liability policy. While there are some differences, 

the burden of proof for his Motion for Summary Judgment that title insurance 

does not have the attributes that all insurance policies have concerning when 

claims must be filed, that is of type claims-made or occurrence, rests on the 

Defendant-movant. But he cited no legal basis, which makes his claim a fact in 

dispute, and all facts in dispute must be interpreted in Plaintiff’s (non-movant’s)

favor for the Summary Judgment. As Plaintiff explained in the BIC POINT 5, 

and to the District Court in the Hearing Transcript of Aug 29, 2019 page TR-7, 

a title insurance indemnity contract is a type of a commercial liability insurance

contract, and both are types of liability insurance contracts. A German Shepard 

dog is a specific type of dog with all the attributes that most dogs have.

Also, the only case cited by Defendant in this section (page 14 at the 

bottom), Gebhardt Family Investment LLC, v. National Title Ins. Co. of New 

York, Inc., is not a precedent for this case because:

1. It is a NY case, and so it is merely advisory.
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2. The case involved an LLC, so the Real Party in Interest is debatable, 

instead of an IRA of which the Plaintiff in present case is the obvious, 

clear, and literally-named Real Party in Interest.

3. The Gebhardt case states the sole issue before the court was whether the 

Gebhardts and/or the LLC were insured under the title insurance policy. 

In contrast, the present case fact in dispute is whether Defendant 

committed fraud, misrepresentation and breach of contract by certifying 

an unmarketable title (See BIC POINT 6).

4. The title problem in Gebhardt was likely due to a difficult-to-find 

surveying error (we can't tell from the court proceedings), but the present

case involves an obvious problem with the title found by a non-

professional from one brief phone call (see Amended Civil Complaint 

filed March 11, 2019, Exhibit D). A competent search by a professional, 

as required by law, should be expected to find this problem.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT III B [AB:PAGE 15]: 
REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS

This item is covered in BIC POINT 9.
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S ARGUMENT III C [AB:PAGE 17]: CHAIN
OF TITLE

This issue was addressed in BIC POINT 11 page 31, second 

paragraph, and earlier in this Reply Brief on page 10.
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CONCLUSION

For these reasons and those stated in the Brief in Chief, the order of 

the District Court should be reversed and the four petitions mentioned in the 

BIC CONCLUSION on page 36 should be granted.

Respectfully submitted,

________________________

Paul Kinzelman
7 Parklane Circle
Peralta NM 87042
505-238-9988

Pro se Plaintiff-Appellant 
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RESPONSE TO: DEFENDANT'S  MOTION FOR ORAL ARGUMENTS

Plaintiff opposes Defendant's motion for oral arguments. Plaintiff's 

Brief in Chief and this Reply Brief address issues material to this appeal 

sufficient to warrant the overturning of the District Court's ruling, obviating the 

need for oral arguments.  Plaintiff has clearly shown that facts are in dispute 

rendering the District Court’s granting of the Motion for Summary Judgment 

inappropriate.

Furthermore, Plaintiff is not an attorney, and in oral arguments he 

would be unable to research answers to questions that attorneys often have at 

their fingertips, and so would be at a disadvantage.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Paul Kinzelman, being duly sworn upon his oath or affirmation, hereby declares under

penalty of perjury that he emailed the foregoing Brief to the following persons indicated

on this 11th day of December 2020.

Appellate Court Clerk
prosecoa-grp@nmcourts.gov

Joseph Werntz______________(name of opposing counsel)

joe@moseslaw.com
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